Storm shuts down Liberty

Fran causes record floods in Virginia

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

For the past two days, record breaking rains have caused floods and shut down Liberty University. The worst flooding in 40 years has caused more than $10 million in damages to Liberty facilities and has forced the university to shut down for the rest of the week.

The storm began as soon as our office opened today, said the manager said. The rainfall was so heavy that the Dan River was 23 to 24 feet on the Dan River, which is normally at 6 feet. The river was still rising as of today.

Liberty's workers began dealing with the situation late Thursday and Friday. Facility Manager Jon Bobbey, and the Vines Center was flooded with two inches of water on the floor. The situation isn't as serious this year, said Facility Manager Julie Cozby. The Executive Mansion had three inches of water in its basement, said Facility Manager Jon Bobbey, and the Vines Center was flooded with two inches of water on the floor.
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Debaters aim for top again

By CREIG RAIKES

Continuing off last year's championship season, the U.S. debate team is ready to do it again. Liberty has been national champions in the two largest debate associations for the past two years and is now trying for its unprecedented third Division I national championship.

There will be a lot of new faces joining the team this year, said Coach Sherri Jones. The team lost three of its two-member teams, including one which Coach Jones said was in the top five in the nation. The new teams are joining the novice squad, the result of the biggest reorganization we've had, said Coach Jones.

There are currently 40 members on Liberty's debate squad, which will be the largest squad ever, according to coaches. We do this largely through self-attrition, said Coach Jones.
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**YQ attracts participants**

By BAN TEEs

Champion Reporter

A standing-room only filled Johnson Hall 210 to hear about this year's youth ministry, Tuesday, Thursday nights at 7:45 p.m. YQ's "Youth Quest Christian Church," the youth ministry located in the Liberty Forum, was packed with people, according to YQ Director Heather Hirshman.

**Working with death** — Students crowd forward Friday night to sign up to help clean YQ's House of Deaths in preparation for "YQ's Center of Ministry at the ScareMare mansion." The sign-up began just before 8 p.m. to fill remaining spaces in the YQ's House of Deaths.

**YQ attracts participants** — YQ's House of Deaths — and the Thomas Road Baptist Church Center. Tickets are $16.50 for individual tickets and $14.50 for Liberty students. The prices in last week's Around Campus were incorrect.

**Join us Sunday mornings at Real U. Cafe.**

**COME AND GET FED!**

**Welcome Back Students**

**We Didn't Invent The Chicken, Just The Chicken Sandwich.**

**Late Night Activities** — Friday, Sept. 13: Late night activities will be skating and put-put from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. at the outskirt of campus.

**Saturday** will be at the Skyland on Gourley Mill Road. The $5.98 charge includes the charge for skate rental.

**Sunday** will be at Fun Hut and Gourley Mill Road 12. The cost for eight tokens is $1 and Gas Card rides are $2.

**Senate Applications** — Theta Sigma applications are available on the SGA website.
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Drama offered for buck in Lloyds

By SARAH K. POLLAK

The beginning of the fall drama season at Liberty is marked by the advent of a new "dol­lar theater" on campus. Starting with the King's Players, beginning at 7 p.m. on Sept. 12, all King's Players performances will cost $1 for general admission. Reserve seats will be $2 and front row seats, $3.

"Ticket prices need to be more in-line with what students can afford," said Dr. David Allison, director of the King's College GOP kicks off year

By SHAUN CHILGREEN

The College Republicans kicked off a busy year of campaigns and charitable activities with a volleyball party last Tuesday.

"We don't care where you came from; we just care where you're going," said Hunter S. Thompson, who was the keynote speaker at the College Republicans' annual meeting. "We believe in the power of the people, and we will stand together to make sure our voices are heard."
WASHINGTON - U.S. officials warned Sunday that Saddam Hussein could face further missile strikes if he tries to repair military sites. "We have warned Saddam Hussein that any attempt to repair those sites or reposition American forces are unlikely to result in attacks if he tries to repair military sites." The United States targeted the sites in northern Iraq to signal that the attack's larger goal was to keep Hussein on the offensive. The U.S. says it is monitoring Iraq's missile launches to ensure that they do not pose a threat.

SADDAM: WE SHOULD BE FOCUSED ON OUR DEFENSES

Saddam Hussein said Sunday that the United States should be more focused on its defenses and less on attacking Iraq. "We should focus on our defenses," he said. "We should not be involved in civil war in the north." The United States says it is focused on targeting military sites and disrupting Iraq's ability to launch missiles.

National News

Key piece of evidence in Oklahoma City bombing found in home of Terry Nichols

OKLAHOMA CITY - A hand-drawn map of an escape route leading away from the Oklahoma City federal building was found in the trash at bombing suspect Terry Nichols' home Sunday, authorities said. The FBI seized a map of the Oklahoma City federal building that showed escape routes and was found in the trash at Nichols' home on Sunday. The hand-drawn map was found in the trash at Nichols' home, which is located near the federal building.

Nichols, 41, and co-defendant Timothy McVeigh, 29, were arrested last month for their roles in the April 19, 1995 bombing of the federal building. The FBI said the map was found in the garbage at Nichols' home in Clinton, Okla., about 10 miles from the federal building.

The map shows the routes from the federal building to routes that would have led to nearby Amy's Wonderland, a fast-food restaurant, and the Regency Tower Apartments, the YMCA and Interstate 235. The Hand-drawn escape route from the federal building to a fast-food restaurant was found, according to the FBI.

Nichols and McVeigh are being held in damp and unlit cells in separate parts of the federal building. The FBI said it was too early to say whether the map was used in the actual bombing.

Key piece of evidence in Oklahoma City bombing found in home of Terry Nichols

The map was found in the trash at Nichols' home, which is located near the federal building. The FBI said it was too early to say whether the map was used in the actual bombing.

The Map was found in the trash at Nichols' home, which is located near the federal building. The FBI said it was too early to say whether the map was used in the actual bombing.
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TICKET SALES

Our Improvements:
- customer service counter
- ticket sales
- dry cleaner drop off
- spirit stuff (noisemakers for sport)
- larger showroom
- new snacks
- deli/sub sandwiches
- free use of microwave (w/ food purchase)
- sandwich supplies
- chip dip
- milk
- expanded store hours

New Hours

Monday 11am-7pm
Tuesday 11am-8pm
Wednesday 11am-8pm
Thursday 11am-8pm
Friday 11am-9pm
Saturday 9am-6pm
Sunday 11am-6pm
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SLIPSLEDING AWAY — The DeMoss courtyard did its best to resemble a swamp in the aftermath of Fran’s thunderstorms (left). Below, a student from Dorm 16 acts out Superman fantasies as the eight inches of rain dropped on Lynchburg made the ground a softer landing place than is normal. The student was part of a group of Dorm 16 residents who bused themselves playing in the mud while enjoying a day off on Friday. A group of female students look at the trees knocked down in the Courtyard (middle).

Photos by Ted Woolford.

THAT FIRST STEP’S A DOOZIE — Above, two students take a trip on the wild side, sliding down the slippery hill behind their dorm. Far above, a car drives by an uprooted tree decorating University Boulevard. Slick roads made driving conditions hazardous both on- and off-campus. Two more Dorm 16 crazies enjoy the mud at right.
The best things in life are completely free

The Champion would like to thank the Promise Keepers for their efforts last weekend. This newspaper becomes stronger and more credible as a result of your input and participation. By not expressing those opinions, they are making the world a lighter place.

Last weekend's move to make the conference at Liberty free is an unmissable opportunity. Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty. 2 Corinthians 3:17

Let Saddam play in his own yard

Mr. President, we need to impress your image here into the public. To assume a hero, you need to act accordingly.

Opinion

Why not building statues? Mr. Bush, in true real reasons, to have a real reason to start moving people with the statue.

The President of the United States is getting involved in this — or at least he doesn't understand the meaning of the word. People who have spoken in the past have been liberal to the idea of removing statues, and the President himself has been known to speak against them. Let's not get carried away.

Just last week's opinion topics (that's why it's called the "Liberty Forum" and not the public forum for the first time in history. Now, people are speaking up, not just in small groups, but on the front page of the newspaper. This newspaper becomes stronger and more credible as a result of your input and participation.

TIMOTHY J. JOINER

The Tablet of Freedom is a litmus test of those who hate us.

The Tablet of Freedom is no litmus test of those who hate us. It's a test of the society we live in.

The Tablet of Freedom is a litmus test of those who hate us. It's a test of the society we live in. It's also a test of the society we create.

Why are we bombing Hussein? I don't understand why the United States is bombing Iraq. It's like, why? And yet, the United States is bombing Iraq. It's like, why? But that doesn't mean that everything he does is bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad.

But that doesn't mean that everything he does is bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad.

In the past, America has been accused of being too quick to act. This is a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East. It's a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East. It's also a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East.

We have decided that Saddam Hussein and the national debt are the best choices.

We have decided that Saddam Hussein and the national debt are the best choices.

I don't suppose it is any comfort to the drivers on campuses, but the situation could be far worse.

I don't suppose it is any comfort to the drivers on campuses, but the situation could be far worse.

I watched the Olympics and got excited. I mean, somebody actually suggested that we should be in Olympic training. I mean, somebody actually suggested that we should be in Olympic training.

I watched the Olympics and got excited. I mean, somebody actually suggested that we should be in Olympic training. I mean, somebody actually suggested that we should be in Olympic training.

"What was most fun about this summer?"

"What was most fun about this summer?"

"I worked at the Olympics and got excited. I mean, somebody actually suggested that we should be in Olympic training."

"I worked at the Olympics and got excited. I mean, somebody actually suggested that we should be in Olympic training."

Watch out for the shiny plastic; credit card companies want you to buy it

Watch out for the shiny plastic; credit card companies want you to buy it. They are trying to get you to buy more plastic cards. This happens on a regular basis to college students.

If you were doing the horrible disservice of being issued a green tag, then you are basically being issued a green tag.

In the past, America has been accused of being too quick to act. This is a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East. It's a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East. It's also a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East.

And if part of letting him rule is letting him deal with rebels, then so be it. America should not let him rule.

It's a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East. It's a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East. It's also a problem for the United States, especially when it comes to the Middle East.

Saddam's living room. I don't think we need to bomb his living room. I don't think we need to bomb his living room. I don't think we need to bomb his living room.

So, I suppose the horrible disservice of being issued a green tag, then you are basically being issued a green tag.

So, I suppose the horrible disservice of being issued a green tag, then you are basically being issued a green tag.

And if part of letting him rule is letting him deal with rebels, then so be it. America should not let him rule.

But that doesn't mean that everything he does is bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad.

But that doesn't mean that everything he does is bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad. From reading editorials, I think that Saddam had it comin'. It's like, he docs must be bad.
Yes, he's going to say "Absence makes the heart grow fonder." And in this case, I'll have no say in it.
STRIKE UP THE BAND — Members of the Spirit of the Mountain marching band get down during a halftime number (Above). Lawrence Worthington (No. 32) looks for daylight on this play. (Above right). Worthington scored a third quarter touchdown, his first of the season. The starting running back had a rough game as he fumbled the ball away on three occasions. (Below)

A CHEER, A CHOKE HOLD AND ANOTHER CHEER — Members of the LU cheerleading squad attempt to incite the crowd with a routine during the home opener (Above). The Western Carolina Catamount mascot puts a hold on the LU Eagle that would make Hulk Hogan envious (left). The student body does its best to get the team to respond to their school pride. The attempt was gallant, but the team lost 20-10.
Barrington: Not your average futbol man

By LAUREN MILLER

Champion Staff Writer

While most four-year-olds were still using their playgrounds, running around in circles, picking rocks, cars, pets and each other, little Jesse Barrington was in his backyard, practicing toward a make-shift goal and kicking a soccer ball. It renders visions of the McDonald's commercial which predicts future Olympians. The one that starts with little kids doing things like grabbing onto rings, riding a trampoline horse, splashing in a kiddie pool — and kicking a soccer ball.

In the suburbs of Columbus, Ohio, Barrington found in the only home on the block with a backyard. So, Jesse developed athleticism as a youngster because it was where the neighborhood kids gathered, and there was almost always some kind of game going on. Football isn't the only thing the Lions contend. Raiders by 1. Patriots by 2. Chiefs by 7. not the team they were a year ago.
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The Scoreboard

Box Scores

Football

Western Carolina 20, Liberty 10

Western Carolina 7 3 10 0
Liberty 0 3 7 0

WCU—Runner 4 pass from Jo. Brooks (Hinsley kick) 4:31
WCU—FG Hinsley 30 9:50
LI—I—Worthington 2 run. (llarrel kick) 7:28
LI—I—Worthington 2 run. (Hinsley kick) 7:28

Passing yards
Rushes-yards
Comp-Att
4th down conv.
Penalties-yards
WCU 41-196 38
Lib 15-190
WCU—Jo. Brooks 28-17-1 128
Liberty, B. Anderson 1-(-

RECEIVING—W. Carolina, Runner 3-20, D. Hooks 2-8, McFadden 5-98, T. Covington 3-47, P. Foy 2-13, D. Galmon 2-10, C. Freeman 2-8, L. Duncan 1-7, T. Mis...
Storm dampens Vines, hurts fields

By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

Hurricane Fran wreaked havoc on the LU sports world as it ripped through the South this weekend.

The Vines Center floor was drenched with water on Friday. Suddenly, the LU men’s soccer game against Maryland Eastern Shore was postponed, the opening game of the season, later that day, and the condition of the turf at Williams Stadium was bad for the football game.

According to LU Athletic Director Chuck Burch, the Vines Center floor was soaked because of missed tackles.

“The field was kind of ruined by McGoldrick,” Burch said. “That both teams had to play on it.”

But the weather at Williams Stadium was bad for the football game. The playing conditions would have been hazardous.

“All the sand made for a very slippery field. Sand was trapped in the turf as the water pounded it.”

LU put the ball on the ground six times; of which the Flames fumbled on second and eight from the WCU nine-yard line.

“We are working excellent together as a team. Our main goal is to play offensively,” Head Coach Sam Rutigliano added.

“We had two chances inside the WCU 10-yard line in the fourth quarter. We were talking about? That’s just too much. We were talking about ‘Let’s hope the line is going in the right direction’ today,” quarterback Ben Anderson said.
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